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NATIONAL
 Northeast gets its first AIIMS, slew of projects.
 PM Modi Modi inaugurated first AIIMS in northeast at Chang sari

near Guwahati on Friday. It's foundation stone was laid in 2017.
PM Modi also initiated AAHI. (Asam Advanced Healthcare
innovation Institute) in Guwahati.

“We are moving forward with the mantra of India's development
through the development of the Northeast ------ The Government &
policy, intentions and commitments are not driven by self interest
but by the spirit 'nation Ist and People 1st” He said.

Congress leader offer Pilot "bigger party role” Senior Congress
leaders K.C. Venugopal and met Sachin pilot. 

 

 CBI has summoned Delhi CM Arvind kejriwal for questioning on
April 16. Aam Aadmi Party (AAP) has issued response  with MP
Sanjay Singh saying Kejriwal being targeted by BJP for raising Adani
issue.

Arvind Kejriwal summoned by CBI. for questioning
in excise case tomorrow.

The New Congress working Committee (CWC) the highest decision
making body of party, is expected to be formed next month. The two
leaders proposed Pilot a seat in CWC. They also told that he will
have say in choosing of election candidates.

However, Sachin Pilot seemed adamant for his home turf Rajasthan.
He told that a leadership change was promised to him earlier. The
information is from sources



NATIONAL
 Drones to deliver life - 

 saying drugs to char Dham Pilgrims. dasing any a/c health ministry
officials. the decision has been taken by recognising immediate
medical need for many during yatra. The mortality rate during 6
months yatra were 90, 102, 112 in years 2019, 2018, and 2017.
However it went to 120 in just 27 days

Char Dham → Badrinath, Kedarnath, Gangotri, yamunotri

 Centre to keep a watch on govt lawyers handling cases :-

 

·            The system will send alerts to senior officers whenever a
public prosecutor seeks a stay in a criminal are more than twice.
·              It a Public Prosecutor demands adjournment, the system
generates alert. The issue will be flagged to stake holders
immediately. Measures Can be taken that trial is not delayed.

In an effort to ensure timely disposal of criminal cases, the Ministry
of Home Affair e-- Prosecution portal has added a new feature that
will fix accountability on government & lawyers. 

The E-prosecution model is part of Interoperable. Criminal Justice
System links and enables seamlen transfer of data and information
and different pillars of Criminal Justice system – such as courts,
police, jails and forensic labs.

The system Connects over 16,000 police station and has a database
of 28.98 crore police records.



NATIONAL
 PM groover to Bihu beats in Assam Two world records

were Created in Surajmal  stadium in Guwahati.
 1st → 11, 29 8 performers – women dancers in colourful “Mekhela

chador and male drummers, "gagona' or Jaw harp and pepa or
buffalo horpine players 

2nd → 3,000 drummers reiting dhol reating at the same Venue. 
Bihu → I It is a festival celebrated in Assam. In  months of Bohar
Kaati and Magh.

Rongali Bihu → April

Kati Bihu → October

Bhogali Bihu → January

PM Modi and Assam CM Launched Bihu festival and its prformers.

 Locked Jamia Masjid sparks anger in Kashmir Valley.

 

NISAR is being jointly developed by ISRO and NASA. It will map
most unprecedented regions of Himalayas with regularity. The data
generated will be used to give advanced warning of land
subsidence, as observed in Joshimath It will also able to tell about
places in Himalayas that are greater risk of earthquake.
NISAR will be launched in January 2024, in sun Synchronous orbit. It
will create a "deformation map” every 12 days.
Sun Synchronous orbit → At height of about 36,000 km from earth.
Not. directly above the equator.

 NISAR satellite to map Himalaya's seismic Zones.

 



 No plan to import milk products as there is no shortage’

 

NATIONAL
 

Union Minister for Animal Husbandary and Dairying Purushottam
Rupala on Friday ruled out that the Country has been facing
stagnation in milk production.

“There is no shortage of milk in the country and the govt. is
regularly monitoring. The demand has increased We have huge
contapped are and we area will try to tab thil --- we will manage it
properly and there is no need to worry".

He launched Animal Pandemic Prepurednen Initiative (APPI), and
the world bank funded Animal Health System Support for One
Health (AHSSOH). It will help building an ecosystem for better
Cattle health

 Nitish plams to travel across India to forge opposition unity.

 Shah sets a target of 35 seats from BJP from Bengal in 2014.

 SC Collegium reccomends authors of “outstanding’ Judgements as
Delhi HC Judges.

The best of Judgements written is termed as 'outstanding’ 3 Judicial
officials has been recommended for Delhi HC.



China's Xi Beijing’s Lula meet in Beijing to boost ties

 

WORLD
 
 

Brazill’s president Lula De Silva met Chinese President Xi Jinping in
Beijing Their talks focussed largely on trade ties and other forms of
Co-operation, but also touched on the conflict in Ukraine, with the
leaders agreeing on the need for a negotiated settlement, according
to chinese state broadcaster CCTV.

“As Comprehensive strategic partners china and Brazil share
extensive Common interests" Mr. Xi said, “China sees the
relationship as a high priorty on its diplomatic agends”. He said The
two leaders signed agreements ranging from agriculture to
aeronautics".

Lula DeSilva won over Jair Bolson ro in January.Under jair Bolso
naro relation with China was tense.

China is Brazil's biggest export market, each year. China buys term
of billions of soya been, beef, iron are, poultry pulp, sugar came,
Cotton and orude oil. Brazil is biggest recipient of Chinese
investment in Latin America.

ð China not to sell any arms in Ukraine war

Chinese foreign Minister in Gang told at a news conference that
china won’t sell weapons to either side. Of the war b/w Russia
Ukraine. He was responsibility to Western concerns that china was
giving weapons to Russia.

He further said that China wants peaceful resolution of the Conflict.
He blamed Taiwan for heightened regional tension. 



ð U.S. guardsman changed in decade biggest data leak

 

WORLD
 
 

U.S. National Guardsman jack teixe ria was arrested on Thursday
following a week-long prope into the leak of documents - which un
veiled U.S. Concern over Ukraine’s ability to fend off Russians
invasion, the documents also showed that US had sped on allies
Israel and South Korea.

It is the biggest breach since 2013 leak of National Security Agency
(NSA) documents by Edward snowden

Court backs Macron's pension form France’s Constitutional court
on Friday approved the key element of Pension reforms

ð The decision represents a victory for Macron Under Pension
reform retiring age has been increased from 62 to 64. President has
faced hostile public behaviour and down fall in ratings since he
brought Pension Reform bill. Wide Public outrage against the bill
was seen recently in France.

ð Germany FM urges Chire to tell Russian aggressor to stop the war
in Ukraine’

Germany's Foreign Minister Annalena Baberock is on visit of china.
She met her counterpart Qin gang in Beijing.
Ma Baberlock on Friday arged Beiging to ask “the Russian aggressor
r to stop the war” in Ukraine, saying “other country has more
influence on Russia than China” "China has positioned itself аs
neutral mediator throughout the conflict, but it has refused to
condemn. Invasion.

ð Pakistan gets closer to INF deal after UAE pledges 1 bn.

UAE has confirmed financial support of $ billion to Pakistan. The
commitment is lender’s last requirement before approving $1.1
billion loan from IMF.



WORLD
 
 

Thousands of Iranians rally in annual Pro- palestinia events :- 

Thousands of Iranian took to the streets on Friday no mark
Jerusalem Day in solidarity to Palestinians

China ‘Concerned’ about impact of Afghan policies on women's
rights. 

Says chinese FM Qin Garg. Recently Taliban had banned Taliban
woman for working in UN related work. 

ð Pakistan gets closer to INF deal after UAE pledges 1 bn.

 Russia oil exports hit near 3-year high in March IEA' 
IEA → International Energy Agency.

Thousands of Iranians rally in annual Pro- palestinia events :- 

ð China ‘Concerned’ about impact of Afghan policies on women's
rights. Says chinese FM Qin Garg. Recently Taliban had banned
Taliban woman for working in UN related work. 

ð De santis signs Florida's Gop’s 6- week abortion ban into law.
Florida has now abortion banas law. 



Editorial-1
 
 

ð What the editorial is all about?

In March 2023 inflation declined to 5.66% (Retail Inflation) The
editorial analyses trend in inflation in recent times. It says banks
and govt to not take breather from current data and still be vigilant

Consumer Inflation has in its basket food items, clothes, heath,
transportations housing etc. Upper to lerence limit for Consumer
Price Index (CPI) inflation is 6%.
The CPI inflation came down to 5.66% in March 2023. Last time in
December 2021, inflation was below 6%.  It has risen above 6% 
 consistently due to global situations like Russia - Ukraine, was and
global like in inflation:
Govt now expects inflation to be 5.2%. for 2023-24 (lower than 5.3%,
projected in Budget). The average inflation b/w January and March
2023 was 6.21%.

OPTICAL RELIEF
For most households the moderation in headline inflation brings

little respite.
 

ð What is Consumer Inflation ? what dos data say of inflation in
India in recent in recent times?

ð Challenges ahead for common people? 

While there has been fall in rate of growth Still quite high.
Vegetables prices has been balling falling year-on-year since
November 2022. This is a good sign.

However, Cereat, spices and milk prices has soured. This is a
concern. The Prediction of El Nino this year which may result in less
rainfall (4% below Long term Average) predicted by IMD. There is no
room to compost over current prices.

Another sign of worry is inflection or imported items are not that
high but that of domestic products is high.



Editorial-2
 
 

ð What the editorial is all about?

Recently Myanmar Junta Millitary bombed a gathering of
opposition, killing over 100. The editorial analyses woes Myanmar is
in currently. It talks that neighbouring Countries including India
need to ensure ending of violence and restoration of the democracy
in Myanmar.

In February 2021, Myanmar’s military in a coup removed Aung San
Sui Kyi from power. She was later jailed on different charges.
Millitary Janta led by General Min Aung Hilang held power in his
hand.

Opposition parties formed National Unity Government (NUG) a
parallel administration. They have formed People's Defence Force
(PDF) an army to fight and oust millitary Junta. This has brought
Myanmar in a civil war. With PDF forces controlling many territories
especially remote areas.

Recently on Tuesday a gathering to open NUG office was held in
Sagaing region. Army Combat helicopters bombed the gathering
killing more them 100 people including women and children.

Myriad woes
The only solution for Myanmar’s troubles is restoration of

democracy.
 

ð Current Political situation of Myanmar.

ð "What Countries and neighbours are doing to stop violence? 

While Russian and China has given tacit support to millitary Junta.
India has been silent over this citing that it doesn't interfere in
internal affairs of other countries. ASEAN countries has put a five
point peace proposal which was rejected by Junta general.



Editorial-2
 
 

Myriad woes
The only solution for Myanmar’s troubles is restoration of

democracy.
 

Russia, China India and ASEAN should make Joint effort to end civil
war in Myanmar. These countries should use their military and
economic dout to force Janta general to end violence and restore
democracy Only restoration of democracy can bring Myanmar from
its current woes Vietnam, Combodia.

ASEAN → Myanmar, Indonesia, Thailand, Malaysia, Laos, Combodia,
Singapore.


